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OVERVIEW

Security Assessments Reveal Widespread
Active Directory Vulnerabilities
Organizations of all sizes and across every industry are failing to address Active Directory (AD) security gaps
that can leave them vulnerable to cyberattacks, according to results from a survey of IT and security leaders
who have deployed the Purple Knight free security assessment tool in their environments. Organizations
scored an average of 68% across five Active Directory security categories—a barely passing grade. Large
organizations fared even worse in the assessment—reporting an average score of 64%—indicating that
the challenges in securing Active Directory expand with legacy applications and complex environments,
particularly in large organizations.
Respondents cited various catalysts for downloading the security
assessment, ranging from a proliferation of attacks in their
industries, organizational mandates, or post-breach remediation.
“Other schools in our area had been compromised,” said an IT
manager at a U.S. community college. “We’re always trying to
improve our security, and of course Active Directory is one of
those pieces that is integrated into everything. But over time, it
does get less secure.”
Many of the respondents said they were blindsided by the findings
of their Purple Knight reports.

QUICK VIEW

Purple Knight
Purple Knight is a free Active Directory
security assessment tool developed
by Semperis directory services
experts that has been downloaded

“I know I have Active Directory,” said a CISO at a Canadian
manufacturing company. “But I didn’t know I had these problems.
And I’m pretty security-conscious. So, it was a good slap in the head.”

by 5,000+ users since its first release

Based on an online survey and a series of in-depth interviews,
the 2022 Purple Knight Report sheds light on the challenges IT
and security teams face with addressing security weaknesses in
Active Directory—the primary identity store for most businesses
worldwide and a common target for cybercriminals.

100+ security indicators of exposure or

I know I have Active Directory. But I
didn’t know that I had these problems.
I’m pretty security-conscious. So, it was
a good slap in the head.
— CISO, Canadian manufacturing company

in spring 2021. Purple Knight scans
the Active Directory environment for
compromise. Users receive a graphical
report with an overall score, 5 category
scores, and guidance on how to
remediate security risks.
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OVERVIEW

Key Takeaways
As organizations struggle to implement basic Active Directory security practices, cybercriminals continue
to capitalize on AD as an easily exploitable target. The degree to which AD has emerged as the common
denominator in most recent cyberattacks cannot be overstated. Researchers at Mandiant recently reported
that 90 percent of the incidents they investigate involve AD in one form or another.
In a recent 451 Research report, analyst Garrett Bekker said, “Directory services sit at the heart of
most firms’ IT strategies, and as such they have become mission-critical assets that can present dire
consequences if compromised—as we have learned from the now infamous SolarWinds supply-chain
attack, and the Hafnium attack on Microsoft Exchange.”

1
2
3
4
5

Organizations are failing to adequately secure their Active Directory
environments primarily because they lack visibility into risky configurations.

Large organizations fare the worst because of legacy applications and complex
environments complicated by merger and acquisition activity and hybrid identity
systems encompassing both on-premises Active Directory and Azure Active Directory.

Lack of in-house Active Directory expertise hampers AD hygiene efforts,
particularly in small businesses or vertical markets with fewer resources. With the
proliferation of easy-to-use AD hacking and discovery tools, defenders fight an
uphill battle that pits limited skill sets against powerful adversary tools.

Report findings are prompting IT and security teams to act quickly to mitigate critical
Active Directory security gaps in their organizations. But Microsoft vulnerabilities are
emerging with increasing frequency, putting pressure on AD practitioners to patch
frequently and constantly be on guard for risky configurations.

Organizations are seizing the opportunity to improve security processes,
organizational structure, and strategy to shore up their defenses against AD attacks.
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OVERVIEW

Knowledge brings power to act
Running the Purple Knight assessment tool
generated a long list of security gaps for
organizations to address. But the results also
energized IT and security leaders who are using
the findings to:
▪

Quickly and systematically close the most 		
urgent security gaps

▪

Foster better communications between 		
infrastructure and security teams

▪

Build better processes to improve their overall
security posture on a continuous basis to 		
combat security regression

“The Purple Knight report helped us take action
on items right away, such as shutting down or
disabling Active Directory accounts that shouldn’t
have been enabled,” said one CISO. “And then it
helped us develop a long-term maintenance plan.”
Another security manager said, “We are
reorganizing our AD and group policy structure
thanks to the results of Purple Knight.”

Organizations also reported that the
findings alerted them to the ways in which
misconfigurations in on-premises AD can
create pathways for cybercriminals to infiltrate
cloud environments: Any tampering of AD can
cause a ripple effect across the entire identity
infrastructure. Alex Weinert, Microsoft
Director of Identity Security, commented in a 2021
Identiverse panel discussion that in the case of the
SolarWinds breach, the cybercriminals “started
with total control of the on-premises environment.”
Weinert said, “Nobelium/SolarWinds/Solorigate
was very focused on the SolarWinds malware—
but that really wasn’t the center of it at all. That
was just one of many mechanisms they used to
get in. More than anything else, this attack was
a demonstration of how central identity is when
attacking infrastructure.”
With knowledge comes power to take action
against AD attacks. Purple Knight is helping
organizations uncover AD security weaknesses—
before attackers do—and systematically address
them to improve their overall security posture.

Nobelium/SolarWinds/Solarigate was very focused
on the SolarWinds malware—but that really wasn’t
the center of it at all .... More than anything else, this
attack was a demonstration of how central identity
is when attacking infrastructure.
— Alex Weinert, Microsoft Director of Identity Security
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ACTIVE DIRECTORY SECURITY SCORECARDS

Organizations struggle most with securing
individual Active Directory accounts
Among the five Active Directory security indicator categories that Purple Knight assesses, organizations
reported the lowest scores for Account Security, which covers settings on individual accounts such as
privileged accounts with a password that never expires. Risky configurations on individual accounts are
one of the most challenging problems to uncover, particularly in organizations with legacy Active Directory
implementations.
“The biggest piece that hit us was the number of user accounts with a blank password,” said a director of IT
at a community college. “When I ran the utility, it said 12,000 of your accounts have this issue. And I said to
myself, what is going on?”
The second weakest-scoring category was Group Policy. Even respondents who considered themselves fairly
security-savvy were surprised to uncover faulty GPO configurations.
And although Account Infrastructure was the category in which most organizations scored the highest,
several respondents were surprised that Purple Knight uncovered the Zerologon vulnerability, especially
because in a few cases they had other security assessment tools—including AD-specific, commercial
products—running.

Average Security Category Scores
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ACTIVE DIRECTORY SECURITY SCORECARDS

The bigger the organization, the lower the score
Large organizations (5,000+ employees)
reported lower average security scores than
smaller companies, particularly in Group Policy
security. Large organizations often struggle with
managing legacy applications, Active Directory
implementations dating back to 2000, complex
infrastructures that are further complicated
by mergers and acquisitions, and frequent
onboarding and offboarding of users. And despite
having strategic plans in place for shifting to the
cloud, most organizations acknowledge that they
will be grappling with these legacy on-premises
AD environments for years to come.

services like payroll. That doesn’t mean that onprem AD is going away any time soon.”

As one Semperis customer stated, “Our Azure
AD journey is just starting. But the criticality of
securely managing authentication with our cloud
services increases every day as we tie in more

Larger organizations (5,000+ employees) also had
more critical IOEs than smaller companies, with
63% reporting non-default principals with DCSync
rights on domain and 53% reporting permission
changes on the AdminSDHolder object.

SCORE CATEGORY

Between the current on-prem reality and the
all-in-cloud vision for the future lies years—
perhaps a decade or two—of managing hybrid
identity environments, which are significantly
more complicated to lock down from a security
perspective. As Microsoft’s Alex Weinert noted,
cybercriminals are well aware that hybrid
environments are hard to secure—and they are
only too happy to capitalize on hybrid identity
security misconfigurations.

AVERAGE SCORE BY ORGANIZATION SIZE (# OF EMPLOYEES)
All
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0-500

Account Security
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Group Policy security
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Kerberos Security
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AD Infrastructure
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SCORE CATEGORY

PERCENTAGE OF ORGANIZATIONS BY SIZE REPORTING

Critical IOE

All

5,001+

2,001-5,000

501-2,000

0-500

Non-default principals with DCSync rights on domain

53%

63%

43%

41%

64%

Permission changes on AdminSDHolder object

34%

53%

29%

27%

27%

Unprivileged users with DCSync rights on domain

26%

26%

14%

27%

32%

Reversible passwords found in GPOs

14%

16%

7%

23%

9%

Anonymous access to Active Directory enabled

13%

16%

21%

9%

9%

Zerologon vulnerability

9%

11%

7%

9%

9%

Mimikatz DCShadow in use

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%
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ACTIVE DIRECTORY SECURITY SCORECARDS

Insurance and healthcare companies reported lowest overall scores
Although most category scores were similar
among companies across all industries, a couple
of outliers emerged. Healthcare and insurance
companies reported the lowest scores, which
correlates to the high incidence of breaches
in these industries by cybercriminals who can
capitalize on the reputational and financial damage
of compromising highly regulated customer data.
Public infrastructure and government entities
reported the highest scores—perhaps because
they have more stringent security regulation
standards—but they are an especially vulnerable
target for nation-state actors intent on disrupting
the flow of goods and services or, in some cases,
endangering public safety.

SCORE
CATEGORY

▪

Insurance companies reported the lowest 		
overall scores (55%), followed by healthcare
(63%) and transportation (64%)

▪

Transportation companies reported utterly
failing scores in Group Policy (36%) and 		
Account Security (46%)

▪

Public infrastructure companies scored the
highest overall (71%), followed by government
entities (70%)

Despite the number of security compliance
regulations in specific vertical markets,
organizations across all industries have
opportunities to improve Active Directory security.

AVERAGE SCORE BY INDUSTRY
All
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WHAT PURPLE KNIGHT FOUND

Organizations are unaware of many Active
Directory vulnerabilities
Many survey respondents reported in follow-up interviews that they were stunned by some of the results of
their Purple Knight reports—particularly settings that were flagged as critical indicators of exposure.
“The bit I targeted for immediate remediation was completely unconstrained Kerberos delegation,” said an
IT security manager at a UK college. “That was a real worry. The other thing was the number of accounts
we had that did not require a password: We were not aware that we had any accounts that didn’t require a
password. Purple Knight was really useful for finding things that we just didn’t know about.”
Some respondents mentioned that Purple Knight found problems that were missed by other paid solutions
they were running. “We had a Zerologon vulnerability that wasn’t flagged by our paid solution,” said one
respondent. “That one shocked me. That was brutal.”

Purple Knight was really useful for finding
things that we just didn’t know about.
— IT Security Manager, UK College
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WHAT PURPLE KNIGHT FOUND

Misconfigurations proliferate in organizations with
legacy Active Directory implementations
Although large organizations typically have been
in business longer and frequently have legacy AD
deployments, companies of every size struggle with
configuration drift—settings that degrade over time.
Misconfigurations are notoriously difficult to root
out without dedicated resources and focus.
“The legacy thing is a big, big deal for us,”
said a senior security engineer at a large U.S.
Midwestern manufacturer. “One of my big focus
points at the moment is trying to tidy up the
number of domain administrators we have. When
I started this process, we had 77 accounts in the

domain administrators group that were enabled
and hadn’t been logged onto since the year 2000.”
An IT manager at a county government agency
said that the current AD environment had been
built by a previous team with experience in Novell
NetWare—but not AD.
“They had no clue what they were doing and there
were some hidden aspects of the implementation
that I didn’t want to touch,” he said. “After running
Purple Knight, now I see it. Now I can go clean
them up.”

Organizations struggle with lack of Active Directory expertise
In follow-up interviews, some respondents
said that some of the AD security problems
in their organizations stemmed from a lack of
AD-specific knowledge on staff, particularly in
under-resourced sectors like education or in small
organizations where one person manages nearly
every aspect of IT.

“Some of us don’t have the expertise to know
how to do things,” said an IT manager at a small
community college. “Google is our friend, and
that’s how we got Active Directory stood up.
Unfortunately, I think that’s why many of our
colleges get compromised. We are short-staffed
and have a lack of knowledge.”

Google is our friend, and that’s how we got Active
Directory stood up. Unfortunately, I think that’s why
many of our colleges get compromised. We are
short-staffed and have a lack of knowledge.
— IT Manager, U.S. Community College
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POST-ASSESSMENT GAME PLAN

Purple Knight scores are prompting action
Organizations are taking steps to improve security of their Active Directory environments based on the
Purple Knight report findings.
“If I can get this score up to 80%, I’m going to sleep a whole lot better and my likelihood of failing a pen test
goes down exponentially,” said a CISO at a Canadian commercial construction company. “But my initial
score of 62% tells me there are big problems that I just didn’t know I had. It’s checking for things that I never
knew would be a problem—or had a tool to check. So, it’s going to improve our security dramatically.”
Beyond immediate action to mitigate security risks, organizations are planning far-reaching strategy and
process changes to help improve their overall security stance.

How organizations are using Purple Knight to improve security posture

1
2

Active Directory misconfigurations
“We are analyzing each IOE and figuring out the best way to remediate—or documenting
why it exists.”
“I decided to start fixing some of the issues, and after about 45 minutes of working on
this, I have improved my score by 5%.”
“It’s easy to get this tool set up to get a snapshot of your environment and see where
your weak spots are. I’ve always been big on these kinds of metrics and assessments.
Being able to tie your posture to a score gives it an aspect of gamification. Everybody likes
seeing good numbers!”

Identifying and addressing legacy problems
“We had some vendor accounts that were left open before my time, but I started tackling
all that and then created a maintenance plan for the servers.”
“There’s definitely stuff out there that was either done by people that haven’t been with
the company for a while, or there wasn’t a good change process at the time. Nobody
really remembers why XYZ is the way it is. So, these kinds of assessments are important in
my eyes.”

POST-ASSESSMENT GAME PLAN

3
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Applying best practices in securing
Active Directory
“We are planning to build a brand-new domain in the next couple months, and we’re going to
use these Purple Knight scores as a clear indicator of what NOT to do.”
“It’s helped me be more alert and aware of the security risks and taught me to be more
vigilant and double-check my work—and go back and check other people’s work.”
“The KRBTGT warning is a really good example of where we’ve got a defined process in
place with a scheduled change of that password. To me, that is a really, really massive
improvement.”
“I know Active Directory is a massive attack target, huge surface. So, we’ve been focused on
security for the last few years, and we’re just slowly hardening the environment. I do have
some tools for Active Directory detection, but nothing focused on Active Directory hardening.”

4

Changing structure and processes to improve
security stance
“We are reorganizing our AD and group policy structure thanks to the result of
Purple Knight.”
“I’m trying to formulate the concept of a green team so that the operations folks like
myself are using the blue team’s security findings to implement and operationalize the
changes. I like to work very closely with the InfoSec team on the security piece.”

5

Facilitating conversations between IT and
security teams
“We’re going to have the AD security team review the report and provide their own
assessment, analysis, and recommendations.”
“For my colleagues in InfoSec who are more lay people when it comes to AD, the Purple
Knight report clearly conveyed each indicator and its impact in a much easier way than
what we get from the Microsoft assessment.”
“So, if everything’s working and nobody’s complaining, then the IT folks are happy. But
my role is to identify security issues and say, look, I know everything’s working, but we
do need to address this. Once I could demonstrate that the issue existed, people were
generally pretty open to making the changes required to fix them.”
“Purple Knight was remarkably simple to use, and it gives you useful information that
you can then take to your fellow admins and go, ‘Hello guys, we need to clean this up.“

14
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POST-ASSESSMENT GAME PLAN

Cross-referencing Purple Knight results with
other security assessment tools
“I’ve used Ping Castle for a few years and wanted to compare Purple Knight’s report to it.”
“The Microsoft assessments are great, but you’re also getting one narrow view about
security, and what a critical finding is. I wanted something for comparison.”
“One of the things that I find quite useful is if there’s something that is highlighted in
Purple Knight, I can also see it in the control path in BloodHound. That’s really nice
because it illustrates the significance of a particular finding in Purple Knight. And so I
can actually show someone in a visual way: This is what the finding is. We’ve got this
weakness here. It’s allowing this control path from a standard user to domain admin.”

7

Preparing for pen testing
“The timing for the Purple Knight scan is stellar because we are in the 90th percentile
of getting quotes for a pen test. So, us getting a Zerologon vulnerability flagged on DCs?
We gotta get that fixed before that pen test.”

Active Directory scorecards spur positive change
Although IT and security leaders expressed
dismay at some of the findings in their Purple
Knight scorecards, they were eager to use the
results to make positive changes in strategy and
processes to improve overall security posture.
“We’re going to define best practices, both from
our expert team and from Microsoft,” said one
respondent. “Then take time to establish a complete
governance plan, involving lots of people.”
The report helped concerned IT and security pros
tackle some quick wins in securing AD and build
roadmaps to harden security.
“The Purple Knight report helped us take action
on items right away, such as shutting down or
disabling Active Directory accounts that shouldn’t
have been enabled, setting password complexity
rules, setting password expiration rules,” said an
IT specialist at a healthcare company in Canada.
“And then it helped us develop a long-term

maintenance plan such as decommissioning one
of the domain controllers.”
For an IT administrator at a Canadian
manufacturing company, the Purple Knight report
served as third-party validation that security
practices in his organization needed to change.
He was planning to use the results to rally his
team and leaders to step up AD defenses across
the rapidly growing organization.
“We need to start hammering down on separation
of privilege, least privilege, that kind of stuff,” he
said. “Having an assessment like this shows us,
‘Hey, the way we’ve been doing things just doesn’t
fly anymore. There’s too much privilege. It’s too
far reaching. There’s too much misconfiguration
happening because of too many people that have
privilege but that don’t have the process.’ This report
brings that home. It’s going to have a big impact on
our security posture.”
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What is Purple Knight?
Purple Knight is a free security assessment tool developed by Semperis Active Directory experts that has
been downloaded by 5,000+ users since its first release in spring 2021. Purple Knight runs as a standalone
utility that queries the AD environment and performs a set of tests against many aspects of AD’s security
posture, including AD delegation, account security, AD infrastructure security, Group Policy security, and
Kerberos security.
Each security indicator is mapped to security frameworks such as MITRE ATT&CK and the French National
Agency for the Security of Information Systems (ANSSI). The report provides an explanation of what aspects
of the indicator were evaluated and the likelihood that the exposure will compromise AD.
“We saw that many companies don’t have a good understanding of the Active Directory exposures that
adversaries are able to use against them,” said Mickey Bresman, Semperis CEO. “We wanted to give security
teams that don’t have deep AD expertise a way to understand their AD security posture—and then close any
existing gaps so that adversaries won’t use those against them.”
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WHAT IS PURPLE KNIGHT?

Purple Knight Scans for Security Indicators in 5 Categories
Purple Knight includes 100+ pre-attack and post-attack indicators, grouped into 5 categories of overall
Active Directory security. The Purple Knight post-scan report includes details about which indicators passed,
which failed, and the relative severity of the flagged weaknesses—critical, warning, or informational.

Account Security indicators cover security

Group Policy indicators cover the security

weaknesses found on individual accounts (built-in

configuration of Group Policy Objects (GPOs) and

or otherwise) in Active Directory. A few examples:

their deployment within Active Directory, such as:

▪ AD objects created within the last 10 days

▪ Reversible passwords found in GPOs

▪ Changes to privileged group membership in the

▪ GPO linking delegation at the domain level

last 7 days

▪ GPO linking delegation at the AD site level

▪ Privileged accounts with a password that
never expires

AD Delegation is a critical part of security

AD Infrastructure indicators pertain to

and compliance. By delegating control over

the security configuration of core parts of Active

Active Directory, you can grant users or groups

Directory’s own infrastructure configuration,

permissions without adding users to privileged

including:

groups. A few indicators of weaknesses in AD
Delegation:
▪ Non-default principals with DC Sync rights on
the domain
▪ Permission changes on AdminSDHolder object
▪ Anonymous access to Active Directory enabled

Kerberos Security addresses the
configuration of Kerberos capabilities on computer
and user accounts within Active Directory, such as:
▪ Kerberos krbtgt account with old password
▪ Computer or user accounts with unconstrained 		
delegation
▪ Privileged users with ServicePrincipalNames 		
defined

▪ Print spooler service is enabled on a DC
▪ AD Certificate Authority with Web Enrollment - 		
PetitPotam and ESC8
▪ Anonymous access to Active Directory enabled
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Methodology
We invited approximately 1,000 verified Purple Knight users to complete a 14-question survey about
their experience with using Purple Knight and the results of their Active Directory security environment
assessments. Respondents included IT practitioners, CTOs/CIOs, SOC engineers, and CISOs from a crosssection of industries, including healthcare, public infrastructure, financial services, and manufacturing.
CISO
Respondents were fairly evenly split among small, mid-market, and large organizations. Each of the
respondents who completed the survey received a $150CISO
gift card for their time. We also conducted follow-on
CTO/CIO/IT
interviews with respondents who expressed interest in providing additional feedback about Purple Knight.
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